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About This Game

Lead Aero in his quest to save his beloved Ariella from the evil Andraus. Aero's Quest is a fast-paced, challenging puzzle-
platformer that takes the best of late '80s retro gaming goodness, and rolls it up in a delicious contemporary wrapper.

The game features 101 levels full of challenging puzzles and full of platforms divided in 10 different sub-zones, special levels,
boss fight, power ups, normal mode and speedrun mode for fast challenges against the time, option to save game and records,

in-game rewards and 13 Steam Achievements plus many other options.
Press said that Aero's Quest is where Super Meat Boy meets Megaman.
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Title: Aero's Quest
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Soloweb Studios, Ravens Eye Studio
Publisher:
Soloweb Studios
Release Date: 8 Jun, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 1.66 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 512MB VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 160 MB available space

Sound Card: any

Additional Notes: Recomended to set the option "Graphic Quality" on LOW on older machines

English,French,Italian,German
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aero's quest

Created by DYA Games Strikey Sisters mixes up the traditional Block Breaker/Breakout gameplay with the addition of fantasy
themed monsters and powerups.

The Strikey Sisters beloved pet has gone missing and is suspected of been kidnapped by one of the local monster lords, its up to
the duo to aggressively question the local monster population while searching for their pet.

The gameplay focuses on classic brick breaking arcade action while assualting the player with a ever spawning horde of
monsters each with its own method to either attack or obstruct the player. These levels are broken up into areas each with its
own boss which can be tackled in any order allowing a player to move on and take a break if a level proves to be particularly
frustrating though the option of 3 difficulty levels allows the game to be accessable to players both young and old.

In addition there are several collectables to obtain throughout the game such as a bestiary, secret levels to discover cutscenes to
unlock and a bonus 50 levels once the main game is complete.

Pros:

Nice visual art style and clear hud with lots of little details in the sprite work.

Visually attractive and clear in design for menus and most mechanics are explained adaptly.

Unique gameplay, suitable for younger audience.

 Choice between difficulty settings and level progression meaning failure doesn't result in a restart.

60 bonu levels

Steam achievements

Cons:

Gameplay can be frustrating at times due to typical Breakout game issues.

Grows repetitive.

Bestiary limited in detail.

TLDR: Recommended and even better as sales purchase

If you'd like to see more check out my video below:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JOSTN8JaSdw&feature=youtu.be. Played it back in the days and just recently come back,
this game is still awesome for me. Such a great childhood games!. idk what it does. ARCADE WIZARD'S REVIEW

FUN: 5/5

GRAPHICS: 3/5

SHOULD YOU BUY IT?: YES. Can you release update for this game already? This is such an old version dude.
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I don't seem to understand this game at all. Is there no way to regenerate your health/shield? Is there only AI and no PVP? I like
the idea of multiple spots on the map being safe and not just a circle or large connected area.
So far this game is really dumb and is a half♥♥♥♥♥cash grab.

I guess well see what happens to it.. I'd like to recommend this, but I can't. Although the basic combat mechanics are solid,
they're completely negated by abysmal latency and completely incomprehensible hit-detection, which have turned every game
I've played so far into a contest to see whose internet is fastest while everyone else gets destroyed by attacks that were, from
their perspectives, miles away from them. Instead of fights being fast-paced back-and-forths of attacks and counters, they
devolve into nothing more than dodging\/blocking frantically and hoping that your latency is better than the other guy's.. This
program is a gift from god, It's too good to be true, It always updates EVERYTHING that needs to be updated with no
exeptions. Some very important drivers got corrupted on my PC and it was a large amount I couldn't do anything. I ran this
program and after I rebooted everything was working as it should It replaced all corrupted drivers, highly recommended!. It's a
nice game to kill time to, although I do think it belongs, and plays better, on mobile. Coop... this is the only game i can say... its
coop...

You can play the entire campaign... !!!ENTIRE CAMPAIGN!!!

You can have a lot of old schoole fun in this so what you wating for... get a friend, get some snacks and play the
living♥♥♥♥♥♥out of this game X3

9/10
Old graphics... :/ meh but not bad. I just love this dlc and i think all of you know why. Sadly, all the awsome new team ultimates
have fps drops, even with a super good pc, fix dat\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665please kimundi! Otherwise, the dlc
is really good, and the sound fours are very unique, each of them having his way to play. Sadly, really unfinished. I regret buying
it now. If you're thinking about buying it just because you played Balance; please don't do it. You'll only end up being
disappointed :(. A fantastic little cyber-adventure!. Hard as nails ninja gaiden inspired side scroller. Reminiscent of the 8\/16 bit
greats yourl find a fair amount of nostalgia here... And game over screens. Great game
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